
Product Description： 

Max.RPM:300

Blade Hole:100/120mm

Steel BLank thickness:9mm,10mm

Blade Diameter:120 inch,3000mm

This multi saw blade diamond cutting segment is used in blade bridge saws and multi-blades
mostly.

We accept custom made order according to your needs, the segment height could be in size
12m, 15mm and 20mm. The advantage of our granite segment is good sharpness, high
performance and long lifespan.

M Diamond Segment Cutting Supplier China: a new design for fast diamond exposure
purpose, it has two mountains on segments tops, that makes new segments cuts block at
less cutting friction compared to square segments

Feature: 

1.The stone cutting segment wholesales are applicable for granite cutting.

2.M shape cutter segment design,make diamond opening faster and ready to cut earlier.

3.We can customize the segments according to stone feature, adjust the formula to fit the
specific granite.

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications Multi Saw Blade Diamond Cutting Segment:

Blade Diameter  
Steel
Blank

Thickness

  Segment Size  Pack Each
Box 

Segment
Number/Set L W  H

3000mm,120 inch 9(10)mm 24mm 12.5/11.5mm 20mm  140 Pin 160 pin

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Other Specifications Of Cutter Segment:

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Saw-Blade-With-M-Shape-Diamond-Segment.html


Multi-Blade And Single-Disc Saw Blade Specifications:



Product show 

Multi Saw Blade Diamond Cutting Segment For Granite Suppliers



Application: 

Multi Saw Blade Diamond Cutting Segment For Suppliers for kinds of hard stones with

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Granite-Block-Cutting-Diamond-Segment.html


quartz, suitable for bridge cutting machine, manual handling cutting machine or table cutting
machine.

This granite cutting diamond blades used for block cutting of granite, sandstone, and hard
stone.

To meet customers' different demand on the diamond segments, we can improve the
formula/bond according to the problems during cutting. For example, increasing the
sharpness and stability or extending cutting life.

The appearance of diamond segment and packing can be designed to customers'
requirement, it is to help customers better selling products and make sure that customers
can have smooth sales and use connection between our diamond segment and previous one.



Other Types of Cutter Segment



FAQ

1.Are you professional？

All of our company's products are diamond tools or related machinery products. They are
highly professional and have maintained their pre-industry level. We are more professional
and can help you find the ideal ideal for your market (dealer) or project (end user). Diamond



tools.

2.Do you provide samples? Is it free or extra?

Yes, we could offer you the sample machine. But it's not free. You need to pay for the sample
and the cost of freight.

3. If we need technical support, can you offer us?

Yes, we have an experienced team, offering our customers additional benefits with specific
advice, by our product managerment staff, engineers and technicians.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


